Compact high-order difference approximations for rod lateral vibrations equation
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We present a compact high-order difference approximations for rod lateral vibrations:

with various boundary conditions. Here, ρ is a density of a rod material, R is rod thickness, E is
Young’s modulus, f is a right-hand side (forcing). The equation is difficult for calculations because it
is not resolved with respect to the highest derivative on time. We consider cases of constant and
time-independent variable rod thickness and have studied stability of obtained schemes, as well as
different properties such as approximation of first integral and eigenvalues of the boundary problem in
various norms: Euclidean, Chebyshev, energetic norm. Numerical experiments show high (4th) order
of approximation. Compact difference schemes are effective because they provide high accuracy
order for various models of mathematical physics [1-4], and the implicit schemes may be realized by
economical double-sweep (Thompson) method.
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